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editor’s view

Green pressure weighs
on shipping
Our maritime page this issue carries
news that three giant charterers of
ships have come together to say they
will only do business with shipowners
who have greener vessels. This is
perhaps a tipping point for the industry
and raises the very real spectre of
obsolescence for a vast swathe of the
international merchant fleet.
Obsolescence was the hot topic at a
recent shipping event I chaired in Hong
Kong, and the idea that ships as young
as 10-years-old might be redundant
soon had a number of owners at the
event in the Foreign Correspondents’
Club very ill at ease.
One shipowner present mused that
with fuel prices at $700 a ton shipyards
are creating new designs that are 5, 10,
15% more fuel-efficient than previous
generation ships, previous generation
meaning the ships that are hitting the
water now. “This creates economic
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obsolescence,” he said, adding:
A banking panelist said less
efficient ships – aged between 10and 15-years-old - have very limited
capital value and will struggle to raise
much debt finance. “Owners are getting
capital based on quality,” he said.
An Indian owner wondered how
obsolescence will impact the pricing of
ships. “If we see 10-year-olds that are
not going to trade for another 15 years
will that make the 10-year-olds suffer
in value and in turn will that impact
newbuild prices?” he asked.
Quick to respond was a British
ceo of a top Hong Kong shipping line.
“There will be a differential on prices
for sure,” he reckoned. “This might
be a tipping point, the 2012-built
ships that are being built with this still
slightly dated technology compared
to what you might be able to get from
2013 onwards, well that might be the
tipping point in a big differential in
values,” he posited.
Commercial pressure is about to
change the face of shipping forever.
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president’s Message

It’s been a few years now since we launched
membership to Supply Chain Asia. While
we accepted individual and corporate
members (as Professional, Corporate
and Institution memberships), we have
never been aggressive in promoting our
membership services.
We hope this will change now that
we are clear in our objectives on how we
intend to serve the community with various
initiatives, training activities and events. We
are launching a Membership Campaign for

Supply Chain Asia from October onwards
which will culminate with a celebration
during our annual Supply Chain Asia Forum,
which will be held in Singapore from 3-5
September 2013.
The new membership services are
focused on giving value back to our members
in terms of participation in various initiatives
and activities in Supply Chain Asia. Besides
extending discounted fees and free seats to
selected dialogues, talks and roundtables,
members of Supply Chain Asia can expect
an increase in efforts to reach out and
engage them to ensure that we keep this
community relevant and connected.
We will also be setting up a platform to
recognize our corporate members during the
annual forum during our Recognition and
Appreciation Ceremony.
Finally, we are also preparing a
Membership Welcome Pack for all new and
current members. We hope to start a trend

whereby we can turn our welcome packs
into collectible and meaningful gifts for our
members.
All the above are just gestures to show
our appreciation to the community members
for their support which has sustained us
thus far. We believe that with greater and
more in-depth support, this community can
become stronger and be able to serve all of
you better.
You can sign up for our new membership
services at www.supplychainasia.org.
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In the fast moving world of Fashion, we
have become something of a trend
Today, over 100 of the world's leading international brands are using Kerry Logistics. We provide
professional, cost-effective and trusted supply chain solutions tailored to each brand's needs,
serving tens of thousands of outlets every day. With the strongest distribution network across
Greater China and the ASEAN markets, plus the region's most extensive hub operations, our
expertise extends from all categories of merchandise, non-merchandise to POSM. We're here to
support your growth in Asia.

developments

3D printing and the end of traditional
supply chains
A new report paints an interesting
picture of how additive
manufacturing could change
sourcing patterns across the globe
A recent report on so-called 3D printing
- or “additive manufacturing,” as it’s
called in industrial circles – has huge
ramifications for supply chains in the
Asian region.
3D printing takes offshore
manufacturing and brings it back close to
the consumer. It has enormous potential
to shift the trade balance. Goods will be
cheaper to reproduce within the domestic

We design
supply chain
solutions…

involving every
supplier, every
customer…

market, versus manufacturing and then
shipping them from a distant low-wage
country.
The report, authored by John MannersBell of Transport Intelligence and Ken Lyon
of Virtual-Partners, points to the growing
role of automation in production resulting
from 3D printing:
“New technologies which are currently
being developed could revolutionise
production techniques, resulting in a
significant proportion of manufacturing
becoming automated and removing
reliance on large and costly work forces.
This in turn could lead to a reversal of

and every other
supply chain
partner…

the trend of globalisation which has
characterized industry and consumption
over the last few decades, itself predicated
on the trade-off between transportation
and labour costs.”
Manners-Bell and Lyon admit that
a disintegration of global supply chains
isn’t likely to happen anytime soon, as
3D printing is still in its infancy. But
companies may gradually move away
from long-distance production as it gets
cheaper to mass-produce at home. “There
is obviously an enormous leap between a
manufacturing process which can presently
produce one-offs and one that can replace

then
quantify the
value…

execute
the
plan…

lease the
space, staff
the facilities…

developments

large scale manufacturing,” they say.
“However, in theory, there is no reason why
advances in technology could not increase
the speed of production and reduce unit
costs.”
The report adds that 3D printing
“is already very good at producing
products (even with moving parts)
which previously would have required
the assembly of multiple components,”
and that by “eliminating the assembly
phase there will be huge savings for the
manufacturer in terms of labour costs.”
3D printing-based production could also
reduce or eliminate storage, handling and
distribution costs.
Eventually, products may even be
produced right in consumers’ homes,
reducing what was a series of supplychain interactions to a software-based
transaction.

and deliver on
time every day...

from end
to end.

Manners-Bell and Lyon predict the
following disruptions to the global supplychain market:
 “A proportion of goods which were
previously produced in China or other
Asia markets could be ‘near-sourced’
to North America and Europe. This
would reduce shipping and air cargo
volumes.”
 “The ‘mass customisation’ of products
would mean that inventory levels fall,
as goods are made to order. This would
have the effect of reducing warehousing
requirements.”
 “As manufacturing processes are
increasingly re-bundled within a single
facility. Tiers of component suppliers
are done away with, as is the need for
supplier villages, line side supply etc.”
 “Build-to-order production strategies
could fundamentally impact the

That’s
about it.

In a nutshell.





manufacturer-wholesaler-retailer
relationship. In the future the shopping
experience could also be vastly
different. In some sectors, retailers will
either cease to exist or become ‘shop
windows’ for manufacturers, keeping
no stock of their own. Orders are
fulfilled directly by the manufacturer,
and delivered to the home of the
consumer.”
“A major new sector of the logistics
industry would emerge dealing with
the storage and movement of the
raw materials which ‘feed’ the 3D
printers. As 3D printers become more
affordable to the general public, the
home delivery market of these materials
would increase.”
Global and national parts warehouses
as well as forward stock locations will
become unnecessary.

Not a weak
link in the
chain
These are the faces of UTi. They
represent just a few of the thousands
of professionals in over 60 countries,
in every major market and industry
vertical, delivering client-centric
supply chain services and solutions
to our clients. Our people collaborate
with our clients to deliver value
to their businesses, competitive
advantage to their supply chains, and
the assurance they need, knowing that
on our team, there’s never a weak link.
To view our Team UTi videos and
find out more about how we can
strengthen your supply chain, visit
www.go2uti.com/videos.

developments

Japanese firms arrive en masse
in Manila

We’re there,
wherever you need us

Japan has become the biggest investor in the
Philippines, with total investments of P77.4bn
(US$1.9bn) last year, P19.1bn more than P58.3bn
in 2010.
Japanese manufacturers are making a beeline to the Philippines
due to its young, English-speaking labour market following a rising
yen at home and risk factors like floods and political changes in
other hubs.
Electronics firm Furukawa Electric and adhesives maker
Cemedine. are the latest to invest with a combined 1.016bn
yen (US$12.9m) in initial capitalisation alone. This brought new
Philippine investments by major Japanese companies to at least
16.51bn yen so far this year.
Furukawa Electric’s subsidiary, Furukawa Automotive Systems
(FAS), established a wholly owned unit called Furukawa Automotive
Systems Lima Philippines Inc with a capitalisation of 1bn yen to
make wire harnesses for Japan-made automobiles by March next
year. FAS said in a report that increasing demand for its products
made it put up a “first step” export hub in the Philippines for its
Asian expansion.
Cemedine will establish Cemedine Philippines Corp with a
capitalisation of 16m yen to manufacture and sell adhesive, ceiling
and related products by April 2013.
Also setting up new facilities by 2013 are Bandai, the toy
maker of Power Rangers and Gundam fame (744m yen); Fujifilm
Corp, which will make optical lenses for digital cameras, projectors
and surveillance cameras in Laguna (2.3bn yen); and electronics
components maker Murata Manufacturing (620m yen).
Expanding their Philippine presence are Canon and Brother,
which are set to make printers with initial investments of 6bn yen
and 4.23m yen, respectively.
These companies are targeting Asia, Latin America and Europe
for exports, according to the Japanese Chamber of Commerce
and Industry of the Philippines (JCCIP), which has 500 membercompanies. As Japanese manufacturers locate in the Philippines,
their suppliers will follow suit. This would create a supply chain
that would attract a wider range of manufacturers and suppliers,
JCCIP vice president Nobuo Fujii said.
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From Singapore to Uzbekistan, if you’re
involved in an incident, we’ll get someone
on site and quickly. With 20 claims offices in
key locations, and a further network of local
partners, we always have professionals on
hand with knowledge of the key issues and
the legal frameworks needed to manage a
claim effectively.
Because we don’t do anything else,
we lead the way in transport and
logistics insurance.
www.ttclub.com
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maritime

Charterers
call the
shots with
pioneering
green
initiative
Shipping’s carbon footprint set to shrink
October 2 may well have
been the day where shipping
changed irrevocably to become
a greener entity thanks not
to regulatory pressure but
enormous commercial clout.
China’s Unipec, one of
the world’s most important
tanker charterers, is one of the
pioneers in an innovative green
chartering movement. Cargill,
the world’s largest charterer
of bulk carriers, Huntsman
Corporation, a chemicals giant
and Unipec UK, a division of
China’s largest oil trader, came
out at the start of October with
a joint statement bound to
alter the course of international
shipping.
The trio announced that
“they will only charter the more
efficient vessels operating in
the shipping market” in what
they claimed “is the first of
its kind in the industry to
reduce the existing fleet carbon
emissions”.
The three companies
charter over 350m tonnes of
commodities annually.
The companies will be
using the Existing Vessel
Design Index (EVDI), created
by ship vetting specialist
RightShip and published on

10

ShippingEfficiency.org - an
initiative launched by the
Carbon War Room and RightShip
to increase information
flows around international
shipping’s energy efficiency,
as an GHG Emissions Rating
(A-G rating) benchmarking
system. The efficiency ratings
system - containing efficiency
information on over 60,000
vessels including container
ships, tankers, bulk carriers,
cargo ships - enables charterers
to instantly see a ship’s
theoretical greenhouse gas
emissions and relative energy
efficiency as determined by
RightShip’s EVDI rated from
A (most efficient) to G (least
efficient), compared to ships
of similar size and type.
Unipec, ranked second with
586 tankers, among all tanker
charterers in 2011, according
to statistics from brokers Poten.
The Asian company was the
14th-largest charterer five years
ago and fifth-biggest in 2010,
Poten said.
“Cargill has introduced a
senior management override
on the use of the least energy

Supply Chain Asia September/October 2012

efficiency vessels. By choosing
the more efficient vessel
available to us, we are making
a strong statement to the
market,” commented Jonathan
Stoneley, environment and
compliance manager, Cargill
O c e a n Tr a n s p o r t a t i o n .
“We hope this action will
demonstrate to ship owners
that they can and should do
more in terms of efficiency,
and that the market will reward
them and will also show other
charterers the decision support
tools available if they want
to operate more efficiently.
We will work together with
customers, as best appropriate,
to help them meet their
environmental objectives linked
to transportation and this rating
system.”
Peter Boyd, COO of Carbon
War Room, commented: “This
deal represents the first major
capital shift on behalf of the
charterers towards making
greater efficiency a factor
in their vessel chartering
decisions. Cargill, Huntsman
Corporation and UNIPEC UK
should be congratulated for

being the first to make
this commitment.
We’d encourage other
charterers within
the market, to look
towards the simple and
understandable ways
to quantify, measure
and track efficiency
represented by the
efficiency rating system
and the A-G benchmark.
Those that lead the
curve on presenting
more eco-efficient
vessels will benefit from
the choices charterers
are making and the
charterers themselves will
see lowered operating costs
through fuel efficiency - a
win-win-win decision for the
owner, the charterer and the
environment.”
Warwick Norman, ceo,
RightShip, added: “Cargill,
Huntsman Corporation and
UNIPEC UK have strong
commitments to maximise
efficiency on environmental
grounds, and we are proud to
provide them with the decision
support tool they need to
implement their environmental
leadership position. With the
common decision-making
framework first movers will have
significant market advantage
over competitors who are using
traditional methods to evaluate
efficiency.”

“

Those that
lead the curve on
presenting more
eco-efficient vessels
will benefit from the
choices charterers are
making

”

Ready for Britain’s hub port to
come back home to London?
DP World London Gateway,
Britain’s new deep-sea port and logistics park.
• Ship closer to the UK markets • Reduce road miles
• Cut supply chain costs
• Lower your carbon emissions
Where will you be shipping to in 2013? Contact us today and find out more.

Ship Closer. Save Money.
www.LondonGateway.com

air cargo

India lifts ban on
foreign airline
investment
The Indian government has lifted the ban
of foreign direct investment in the country’s
airlines in September.
The long-awaited new policy allows
foreign carriers to take up to a 49-percent
stake in Indian airlines, with the exception
of government-owned Air India.
As most of the airlines in India are
struggling at the moment, the move would
help cash-strapped carriers including
Kingfisher and SpiceJet to bring in strategic
partners. Just a week after the policy was
announced, Kingfisher Airlines, which
was India’s number two local carrier a
year ago but has since grounded most of
its fleet, announced that it is currently

in talks with foreign carriers to sell a
portion of its company. SpiceJet, India’s
second-biggest budget airline, is also in
advanced discussions with two private
equity investors to raise at least $50m.
“The loosening of the investment
shackles will also no doubt see foreign
firms get in on the air cargo side of the
business soon,” one aviation analyst in
Singapore told Supply Chain Asia.
“This will open up a wide range of
opportunities for both Indian carriers and
foreign carriers who wish to participate in
the strong growth potential for civil aviation
in our country,” said Vijay Mallya, chairman
of Kingfisher.

PAL’s freight handling to double
Although there are no freighters on
Philippine Airlines’ giant Airbus
shopping list, Asia’s oldest airline is
set to see its freight holding capability
double following its $7bn, 54 aircraft
spending spree with the European
airplane manufacturer. PAL has inked a
deal with Airbus for 34 A321ceos, 10
A321neos and 10 A330-300s.
PAL will operate the wide-body
A330s on routes to the Middle East
and Australia, as well as nearby cities,
Singapore and Hong Kong. The
A321s will be used on domestic
and regional routes.
“The orders we are placing
with Airbus will play a key role in
revitalising PAL and growing trade
and tourism in the country,” PAL
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chairman Lucio Tan and PAL president
Ramon Ang said in a joint statement.
Ang said that the airline was on the
hunt for up to 100 new planes. Its fleet
currently stands at 39 planes.
“While we do not have any freighters
– and they are not part of our plans – we
reckon this order will see the amount of
freight we can move more than double,”
a source from within the company’s
Manila headquarters told Supply Chain
Asia.

Myanmar eyes
logistics centre in
Mandalay Airport
Arguably the most exciting nation for
foreign direct investment and GDP growth
this year and for the coming five years is
the rapidly opening up southeast Asian
nation, Myanmar.
Myanmar’s department of civil
aviation announced in September that the
government is looking for private partners
to jointly develop the country’s Mandalay
International Airport into a logistics centre.
The project will involve improving and
expanding the airport’s terminal building
and other facilities, as well as managing
its passenger and cargo operations, groundhandling and catering services, and
maintenance.
Companies interested have until
October 15 to submit applications to
pre-qualify for the tender. In July, the
government has also invited over 30
companies including ones from China,
Singapore and the US to help build a
new airport - Hanthawaddy Airport - near
Yangon.
Foreign participants in the Mandalay
airport project would need to secure local
partners to meet Myanmar’s foreigninvestment laws. In September the
government has passed a new law that
limits foreign ownership in some sensitive
sectors to 50%.
Mandalay International Airport is
located 35 km south of Mandalay, the
second-largest city in the country, and it
is one of only three international airports
in Myanmar. Completed in 1999, the
airport is the largest and most modern in
the country.
Towards the end of September
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said
the US will ease its import ban on goods
from Myanmar, a key part of remaining
US sanctions. The US lifted a ban on
investment in Myanmar in June.

feature – 3PLs

Moving with the times
Our annual poll of 3PLs throws up some diverse strategies to success in the region

H

ow effective is your company at being a truly regional
company in terms of offering services across Asia?

Agility can boast close to 8,000 employees in Asia
Pacific in 24 countries, close to 180 offices and 900,000 sq m
of warehousing.
In recent years Agility has made significant investments in
the China and India markets to build distribution networks, while
in southeast Asia our cross-border road network is providing
opportunities for its customers to access markets in Vietnam,
Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and into southwest China.
“These emerging trade channels are supporting the development
of new opportunities,” says Jens Wessel, svp of sales and marketing
for Agility in Asia Pacific. Agility has also recently opened up an
office in Myanmar.
“Emerging markets
are our enduring focus,”
says Wessel, “but we have
also made significant
gains in other areas,
including in the chemicals
and resources logistics
sector worldwide, which
will continue through
2012.”

“

The future
belongs to supply
chains and the
more agile and
faster the supply
chain, the more
competitive is the
brand

”
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“In order for Asia to remain competitive,” suggest Wessel, “our
customers are looking for labour arbitrage to be complemented by
productivity.”
Quite so, agrees Weiss Rohlig’s managing director Holger
Stoelker. “Our core values for this are speed, flexibility and
efficiency and also to be distinctive. We believe here in flat
management hierarchies and quick decisions,” he says.
Stoelker maintains that the market has changed to quick
transactional decisions required by the service provider.
“With our network coverage of the major markets across Asia,
we can cover all important trades,” he says.
In 2008, Barloworld Logistics acquired a small freight
forwarding company to understand the market. The company that it
bought had been operating in the region for the last three decades

feature – 3PLs

“

“Clients are extremely price-sensitive particularly
and offers services not only in Asia but also globally.
It is very
the small and medium sized companies. The larger
The entire workforce is Chinese speaking with an
difficult to interest companies expect prices to be fixed for 12 months
extensive knowledge of local markets.
for both air and sea freight. With the current market
“There is no doubt that we are capable of offering
people for our
conditions it is difficult to deliver at the level the
effective services across Asia,” says William Tang,
industry
client expects for the transport costs they offer,”
md of Barloworld Logistics, Far East.
he says.
“Our vision,” he continues, “is to provide smart
supply chain solutions through strategic partnerships with leading
clients and key suppliers.” Integrated supply chain solutions
include warehousing and distribution, dedicated transport services,
What are your medium term business plans?
transportation management services, freight forwarding, and supply
Kerry’s spokesperson says the Robert Kuok-controlled firm is on
chain software.
the look out for possible mergers and acquisitions to strengthen
Traditionally Barloworld has only focused on freight forwarding,
local and regional capabilities. Kerry is also opening a new green
but it is now in a position to offer end-to-end supply chain solutions
logistics centre at the end of this year in Singapore.
from network design and S&OP planning to final mile delivery to
As per supplychainforesight’s recent survey, China invests
point of consumption.
currently 33% of its total outbound investments for Africa
“The future belongs to supply chains and the more agile
on infrastructure development. Other main investment flows
and faster the supply chain, the more competitive is the brand,”
involve the mining sector (40.74%), business services
maintains Tang.
(21.58%) and finance (16.4%). There is more trade likely to
“With the strongest distribution network across Greater China
take place between China and Africa. As an African supply
and the ASEAN markets, plus the region’s most extensive hub
chain management company, Barloworld sees a bright future
operations, we are serving tens of thousands of outlets every day.
in this tradelane.
We have the reliability and flexibility to support our customers’
“Our immediate plans are to offer reliable logistics and freight
growth anywhere in Asia,” says a spokesperson for Kerry Logistics.
forwarding solutions to the Chinese companies doing business with
Africa,” says Tang.

”

What are your customers asking for in the current economic
climate?

What human resource issues do you have in Asia?

The source at Kerry Logistics says customers are asking for a
cheaper form of transport, which leads to a move away from air
towards sea freight or road express and minimising overall cost
in the entire supply chains as a result of the drop of export and
cargo volumes.
Customers are indeed focusing more on improving their
operational efficiency and reducing costs across the supply chain
to stay in the race, concurs Barloworld’s Tang. Suppliers’ margins
are down to the “bare minimum”, he says, and suppliers are hardly
in a position to bring meaningful savings.
“If you look at the logistics industry the number of acquisitions,
mergers and closures in that market is a testimony to the real
pressure under which companies are operating,” Tang says. “The
real savings are not in squeezing suppliers for a few percentage
points of savings but by stepping back, taking a holistic view of
the entire supply chain, thinking innovatively and looking for
synergies.”
With freight rates being unstable, Agility says some of its
customers are looking to manage their risk through competitive
rates and consistency with the current uncertainty in the market.         
“Customers are increasingly asking for flexibility, both in terms
of product and solutions, but also in terms of geographies,” says
Agility’s Wessel.

“The rapid pace of development in China, size of the economy,
vast terrain, increasing complexities in the supply chain have also
resulted in a shortfall of skilled logistics professionals,” admits
Barloworld’s Tang.
This is not just a China issue, however. “Finding and keeping
talent is an industry wide issue in Asia and we have embarked on
an in-house programme across the region to identify and nurture
talent through our management training programme,” says Agility’s
Wessel. It is a continuous learning process that allows young
logistics professionals to develop and learn in a fast changing
industry.
Echoing these comments is the source from Agility who says,
“Finding the right talents to support our continual growth in the
region is a challenge. Hence, we have launched a comprehensive
management trainee program since 2011 to recruit young talents
around the world and equip them with all-rounded training. Many
of them are senior managers in the group overseeing regional
businesses today.”
“The main issue here is to find talented people,” says Weiss
Rohlig’s Stoelker. “At the current stage it is very difficult to interest
people for our industry. The challenge here is to find middle
management staff. Our approach is to train and build up our own
staff and try to retain them.”
September/October 2012 Supply Chain Asia
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feature – Singapore

Container
landscape set
for dramatic
change

P

SA Singapore Terminals announced on October 1 dramatic
changes to its future operations, which will see the
majority of berths shift from the city centre to Tuas. The
$2.9bn development of phases 3 and 4 of its Pasir Panjang
Terminal will feature an automated container yard equipped with
proprietary intelligent planning and operation systems, as well as
unmanned, rail mounted gantry cranes. These cranes, along with
those installed at the berths, will run on electricity and be more
environmentally sustainable.
PPT Phases 3 and 4 (artist’s impression, pictured) will have a
total of 15 new berths. With nearly 6,000 metres of quay length
and up to 18 metres draft, the new terminals will be able to serve
the next generation of containerships, while maintaining high
service standards.
When fully developed over the course of this decade, the new

Box terminals that dominate city centre
skyline will shift to Tuas,
reports Sam Chambers in Singapore

terminals will boost Singapore’s total container handling capacity
to 50m teu per year.
The announcement comes as Singapore property prices
continue to report robust figures and PSA’s prime land in the city
centre is eyed for future development in the next decade. The
eventual aim is to shift all PSA facilities to Tuas, creating a box
centre with around 65m teu annual capacity.
“Over the longer term, not only the city terminals but also the
Pasir Panjang (terminals) will be eventually merged at Tuas,” said
Minister of Transport Lui Tuck Yew.

SDV’s green hub opens for business
SDV, a global supply chain leader and subsidiary of the
Bolloré Group, has completed an impressive project in the
western part of Singapore, by constructing a four-storey
ramp-up warehouse including nine floors of production and
office space. The SDV Green Hub that is in compliance
with the highest environmental standards is now operating
since the beginning of August 2012. The total investment
is S$55m (US$45.2m).
“The purpose of this 42,000 sq m investment is twofold.
First is to consolidate and support our customers’ growth in the
luxury retail market for the years to come, and second to build
and operate this facility in a way that would meet both our and
the clients’ values in terms of sustainable development,” says
Yves Laforgue, former managing director of SDV in Singapore
in charge of this project since the beginning.
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This innovative warehouse is targeting the highest green
certifications. In March 2012, this warehouse became the
first one to be Green Mark Platinum certified in Singapore.
It will also be the largest logistics centre in Asia to obtain
the LEED Gold certification. Hence, the site follows stringent
specifications and construction practices. It is in conformity
with a scope of materials and equipment that are eco-friendly
- either in the products used for their construction, or in energy
savings generated.
Over the past 20 years SDV Singapore has strengthened its
position in value added logistics for its customers. The most
prestigious brands in luxury, perfumes & cosmetics or garments
for the retail industry, but also the aerospace, healthcare and
industrial customers have ensured a sustainable growth in Asia
Pacific thanks also to the support of SDV.

feature – Singapore

FedEx launches
hub
New facility reduces internal cargo handling time
from two hours to 10 minutes

C

argo transportation giant FedEx launched a new S$97m
(US$79.3m) hub at the start of October, consolidating air,
ground and customs clearance operations under one roof,
located within the Air Cargo Express Hub at Singapore’s Changi
Airport.
This means that FedEx shipments are now transported, cleared
and sent from aircraft to vehicle through one single location, rather
than three.
The 282,700 sq ft facility is now double the size of its previous
three Singapore facilities - one in Bukit Panjang and two in Changi
- put together.
Apart from serving the Singapore market, it is also FedEx’s
South Pacific Regional Hub and acts as a transhipment point for
Asia Pacific shipments in and out of Australia, New Zealand and
Southeast Asia.
This has reduced internal cargo handling time from two hours to
10 minutes. Sorting of packages is also fully automated, reducing
manpower by 25%.
Karen Reddington, regional vice president for South Pacific
at FedEx Express, said: “We have invested in this facility because
it allows us to be more effective in delivering services to our
customer. It allows us to be more efficient, it takes time off the
packing in the facility, and puts time where we want to, which is
with the couriers on the road.”

SIA Cargo adds
more capacity to
South America
Singapore Airlines (SIA) Cargo launched a new dedicated
freighter route to South America on August 17. The flight
connects Sao Paulo in Brazil through Hong Kong and Dallas
and returns to Singapore via Dallas, Brussels and Sharjah in
the UAE. The service will complement SIA Cargo’s existing
thrice-weekly service to São Paulo.
SIA Cargo said its new freighter service demonstrates its
confidence in the growth potential of the Brazilian market,
and extends its network coverage to over 70 cities in more
than 30 countries, according to Tan Tiow Kor, SIA Cargo’s
senior vice president of sales and marketing.
“Brazil is one of the world’s fastest growing economies
and its major imports include machinery, electrical and
transport equipment, chemicals, cotton, automotive parts
and accessories. Its principal exports include transport
and transmission equipment, heavy machinery, generators,
transformers, footwear and food products. Our services
provide convenient links between Brazil and major global
markets,” SIA said.
The new SIA Cargo service also calls at Dallas Forth
Worth (DFW) becoming the airport’s first direct cargo
connection between Asia and South America, and the
first all-cargo freighter flight from DFW to South America.
“We believe this route will further demonstrate that
DFW represents a tremendous gateway opportunity for
international air traffic, and hopefully lead to more growth
at DFW and in support of the Dallas/Fort Worth economy,”
said Jeff Fegan, ceo of DFW International Airport.
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feature – High-Tech

Changing dynamics

S

upply chain decisions are rapidly evolving and changing
in the Asia Pacific region, reflecting both economic and
demographic realities on the ground.
“High-tech sector dynamics typically involve high-value goods
with short product lifecycles for which competitive pricing and
time-to-market are as critical as the technology itself – therefore
the supply chain ecosystems have an intrinsic need-for-speed and
have to be both flexible and agile,” comments Hong Kong-based
supply chain consultant Mark Millar.
With economies flatlining both in Europe and the US high-tech
brands are looking specifically to Asia for growth – seeking more
volume and more revenue – and therefore they need to revisit the
structure and configuration of their supply chain ecosystems in
order to better serve these local markets.
However, throughout the Asia region, various countries are at
vastly different levels of maturity and sophistication in their supply
chain and logistics capabilities – which are of course especially
critical for high-tech supply chains.
Therefore there is no “one-size-fits-all solution”, says Millar.
High-tech businesses must choose their partners wisely and should
consider using a combination of both local and global service
providers in order to enable efficient and effective high-tech supply
chain ecosystems for these developing markets.

Looking elsewhere
American express giant UPS contracted
IDC Manufacturing Insights for the
second year in a row to conduct the
“Change in the (Supply) Chain” survey,
which measures the impact of industry
changes and challenges on the high-tech
supply chain. This year’s study targeted
senior-level decision makers at high-tech
companies in the Asia Pacific region.
Survey results found that increasing
costs in China are prompting companies
to look at alternative sourcing locations,
which will impact high-tech supply chains
throughout the Asia-Pacific region.
Although China and Japan will
continue to supply to most high-tech
companies, survey results show a
significant shift of supply sourcing to
both emerging and mature Asia Pacific
countries. And while sourcing from North
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The region is in flux as new (and old)
manufacturing places are sought

America also is expected to increase in the future, trade lanes will
remain primarily intra-Asia. 42% of survey respondents now source
from mature APAC countries, including Thailand, Malaysia, Hong
Kong and Singapore, while 16% of high-tech companies said they
currently source from emerging APAC markets like the Philippines
and Vietnam. 24% plan to source supplies from these emerging
countries in the next three to five years.
Interestingly, sourcing from North America is expected to
increase to 19% in the next three to five years. However, more than
half of the trade lanes used by high-tech companies surveyed will
be intra-Asia. The survey revealed that most high-tech companies
are in favour of intra-Asia trade and are focusing to fulfill growth
in demand within the region. Trading plans in the next five years
show that more than half of the trade lanes used by high-tech
companies will be primarily intra-Asia.
Risk management emerges as a clear issue for high-tech supply
chains, overshadowing others such as inventory management,
which has long been an issue in the high-tech industry.
Only 27% of companies plan to improve their supply chain
resilience through better risk management going forward. While
most companies have some form of risk management plan in place,
only 11% have the resources or readiness to react fully in times
of significant disruption.

We will find the ideal storage solutions for you
Efficient space utilisation using the right storage solutions can
effectively increase pallet capacity by up to 100%! Contact us,
we will show you how to compress your storage with a costeffective and efficient storage system.

SSI SCHAEFER · regionalmktg@ssi-schaefer.sg · www.ssi-schaefer-asia.com

feature – High-Tech

Survey results show that
driving greater sustainability in
the supply chain is a top priority
for high-tech companies in Asia.
Sustainability was selected by
the majority of companies as the
top initiative expected to drive
change in the high-tech supply
chain, outranking both cost and
responsiveness.
Projecting a better corporate image is the top driver for
companies to engage in greener practices, although many
sustainability projects have been recast as cost savings initiatives,
such as energy savings.
Meanwhile, cost management will remain a top business
priority for high-tech companies in Asia in the near future as they
attempt to improve margins through operational efficiency. The
majority of companies (63%) cited cost reduction and increased
operating efficiency as a top three business priority for the next
18 months.
High-tech companies in Asia see the opportunity for returns/
reverse logistics to be an advantage for both their businesses
and their customers, but there is much room for improvement.
Focusing more on returns presents a significant opportunity for
high-tech companies to advance their overall goal to improve
customer service.

HR issues
Another survey released at the end of September by SCM World
looks at the human resources challenges facing the high-tech
sector in China. In its annual Chief Supply Chain Officer Report
SCM World found that rising labour costs of knowledge workers
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and poaching are the biggest concerns in China, especially for
those in high-tech.
Overall, China was ranked as by far the
riskiest country to operate in from a human
resources standpoint, well ahead of other
emerging markets such as India, Brazil and
Mexico. And China ranked well behind the
United States, and slightly behind Germany,
in terms of value for money.
Kevin O’Marah, Head of Faculty at SCM
World and co-author of the report, said the
findings suggested that companies could be
nearing a tipping point. “China is clearly no
longer a low-cost country in the traditional
sense. The implications for talent management
in a global supply chain strategy include a
need to diversify away from Asia, and China
in particular.
“A move back toward high-wage countries
may make sense for organisations working to
balance their talent portfolio.”

FACT.
RANKED NUMBER ONE
FOR LOWEST TOTAL
COST OF OWNERSHIP.

HERE’S THE PROOF.
In an independent survey, Hyster® lift trucks ranked number one in the United States in the category of total cost
of ownership. Based on current U.S. customer ratings, Hyster company led all full-line lift truck manufacturers.*
So for high productivity, low cost of ownership, easy serviceability and experienced dealer support, the bottom
line has to be Hyster. Visit HYSTER.COM
* Peerless Media Research Group conducted the study in July 2011. The study was conducted from amongst its Modern Materials
Handling magazine subscriber base who are involved in the purchase process of lift trucks for their company.
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亚洲供应链物流奖

Best of the best

wards

Picking out this year’s winners is no easy task
Our distinguished panel of judges have some very tough choices
to make in the coming month as they deliberate over arguably our
finest list of finalists since our awards started 11 years ago.
Comments Supply Chain Asia’s editor Sam Chambers, “Both
the calibre and number of entrants to this year’s Supply Chain Asia
Logistics Awards (SCALAs) are testament to the high esteem the
industry has for our independent yet glamorous awards ceremony.
The logistics sector is awash with back-scratching awards shows,
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what distinguishes ours is the transparent nature of the voting
and judging, hence to win a SCALA is genuinely to be crowned
best of the best.”
Save the date December 6 and come to the Marina Bay Sands
in Singapore for an unbeatable night of networking, razzmatazz
and excitement.

Hall of Fame

Supply Chain Innovation Award

Airfreight Forwarder of the Year

Supply Chain Visionary of the Year

Shipping Line of the Year

Seafreight Forwarder of the Year

Global 3PL of the Year

Air Cargo Carrier of the Year

Asian 3PL of the Year

Container Terminal of the Year

Supply Chain Manager of the Year Consumer Electronics

Green Supply Chain Award

Air Cargo Terminal of the Year
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The Finalists
A list of finalists and the criteria on which
they have been nominated
Air Cargo Carrier of the Year
(The category is open to Asian and global air cargo carriers)

Finalists

Air China Cargo
China Airlines Cargo
Emirates SkyCargo
Saudi Airlines Cargo
Singapore Airlines Cargo

Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size and span of network
Reliability of service and value for money
Range of specialised products and services available
Reliability of guaranteed services
IT know-how and systems
Level of customer service
Launch/upgrade of new products/services on an ongoing basis to
match market demand
• Ability to handle specialised cargo
• Approach to sustainability and other CSR issues
• Approach to security and risk management

The Supply Chain Innovation Award
(The category is open to shippers and supply chain service providers)

Finalists

Agility
DHL Supply Chain
DP World
Kerry Logistics
Toll Global Logistics

Criteria
Nominees for The Supply Chain Innovation Award were requested to
submit a white paper/case study detailing an innovation in supply
chain operations. White papers have been passed to the panel of
Awards judges who will choose the outright winners in each category.
The Award is intended to recognise a lasting and high value innovation
in supply chain operations.
Nominated companies are those that have over the past twelve months
undertaken one of the following:
• A significant restructure of supply chain processes and/or operations
leading to major value gain for the organisation in terms of cost
savings and efficiency gains and improved customer service.
• Successful completion of a major supply chain/logistics project

with unique and specific challenges within the past twelve months.
Results of the project should be quantifiable and should represent
an innovation in the practice of supply chain management.
• Application of a new or existing technology (or technologies) in an
innovative manner resulting in major value gain for the business in
terms of cost savings and efficiency gains and improved customer
service.

Airfreight Forwarder of the Year
Finalists
Agility
Ceva
Kuehne + Nagel
SDV
Weiss-Rohlig

Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size of service network
Level of customer service
Timeliness and reliability
Range of value-added services on offer
Cost of services
Partnering initiatives with air cargo carriers
Standard of warehouse facilities
Application of IT in service delivery
Knowledge of local markets in Asia
Approach to sustainability and CSR issues
Approach to security and risk management

Container Terminal of the Year
(The category is open to container terminals located in Asia)

Finalists

GOCT
PSA Singapore
PTP
Saigon Newport
TPS

Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•

Competitiveness of handling charges
Level of customer service
IT know-how and systems
Size of liner network
Capacity for electronic business procedures
Quality of storage and distribution facilities
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• Overall efficiency of facilities
• Ability to handle specialised shipments
• Security standards

Criteria
Air Cargo Terminal of the Year
(The category is open to air cargo terminals located in Asia)

Finalists

Dubai Freightgates
HACTL
Menzies Hyderabad
SATS

Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Level of customer service
IT know-how and systems
Overall terminal efficiency
Airline network coverage
Quality of ground transportation links
Handling charges
Ability to handle specialised shipments
Launch/upgrade of new products/services on an ongoing basis to
match market demand
• Approach to CSR and green service initiatives

Seafreight Forwarder of the Year
Finalists

• Approach to sustainability and CSR
• Approach to security and risk management

Shipping Line of the Year
(The category is open to Asian and global container line operators)

Finalists

APL
Coscon Container Line
Hanjin
Maersk
Yang Ming

Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size and span of network
Schedule reliability
IT know-how and systems
Level of customer service
Client partnering/track record in understanding and collaborating
well with customers
Launch/upgrade of new products and services on an ongoing basis
to match market demand
Reliability of service and value for money
Approach to sustainability and other CSR issues
Approach to security and risk management

The Green Supply Chain Award
(The category is open to shippers and supply chain service providers)

Agility
Ceva
Damco
Kerry Logistics
Kuehne + Nagel

Finalists

Criteria

Criteria

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Nominated organisations should outperform any generally accepted
official national and/or global environmental guidelines covering the
industries in which they operate.
• Nominees should have implemented substantial new measures to
improve and develop their environmental record over the past year.
Details of these measures should be publicly available.
• Nominees should be generally recognised as making sincere and
deep efforts to fully integrate environmental awareness into all areas
of business strategy and operations.

Size of service network
Level of customer service
Timeliness and reliability
Range of value-added services on offer
Cost of services
Partnering initiatives with shipping lines
Standard of storage and distribution facilities
IT know-how and systems
Knowledge of local markets in Asia

Co-Primary Sponsor
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Agility
DHL Supply Chain
Kuehne + Nagel
PSA Corporation

events

• Nominees should have a clearly defined environmental policy with
objectives supported and implemented from the very top of the
organisation.
• Nominees should have a track record of directing suppliers and
business partners towards better environmental standards.

Asian 3PL of the Year
(The category is open to logistics service providers that have originated
in Asia or the Middle East and have their global headquarters in Asia
or the Middle East)

Finalists

Century Logistics
Kerry Logistics
Toll Global Logistics
YCH

Criteria
•
•
•
•

Size and scale of network
IT know-how and systems
Level of customer service
Client partnering/track record in understanding and collaborating
with customers
• Launch/upgrade of new products and services on an ongoing basis
to match market demand
• Reliability of service and value for money
• Level of local knowledge of developing Asian markets

• Approach to sustainability and CSR issues
• Approach to security and risk management

Global 3PL of the Year
(The category is open to logistics service providers with a global
network)

Finalists

Agility
Ceva Logistics
DHL Supply Chain
Kerry Logistics
Kuehne + Nagel

Criteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size and scale of global network
IT know-how and systems
Level of customer service
Client partnering/track record in understanding and collaborating
with customers
Launch/upgrade of new products and services on an ongoing basis
to match market demand
Reliability of service and value for money
Level of knowledge of developing Asian markets
Approach to sustainability and CSR issues
Approach to security and risk management

Special Categories:
The following awards are selected by a senior editorial board from Supply Chain Asia:
Hall of Fame
Supply Chain Visionary of the Year
Supply Chain Manager of the Year - Consumer Electronics

Book your place now!
Booking for Supply Chain Asia Logistics Awards 2012 is now available
Supply Chain Asia Logistics Awards 2012 will be taking place at the Roselle Room,
Marina Bay Sands in Singapore on Thursday, December 6th
Contact jenn.woo@supplychainasia.org for details
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DIALOGUE

Information technology
the differentiator
Sam Chambers speaks with Matt Beech, ceo of Maltacourt Global Logistics
You completed a management buyout
of Maltacourt Global Logistics last year.
Tell me about your background?
My background is in IT. I joined Maltacourt
eight years ago as IT director and since
then was behind the opening of offices in
Canada and Sydney. IT at Maltacourt was
basic. I was recruited to bolster that. We
acquired a business in Budapest which
I helped integrate into the group. The
acquisition of Maltacourt came about in
February 2011. It allowed the founder to
retire.

Tell me about new plans for the
company.
We have a very strict fiscal control. We do
not take undue financial risk. Those things
won’t change. However, the appetite for
growth will change. We are not looking to
be the biggest forwarder in the world, we
will look to operate within a defined space.
We have a very good offering in the UK and
Hungary and we need to take that model
to Asia. We are involved in assembly and
fashion and are in Los Angeles for the film
business.
Matt Beech

BlackBerry has been an important
client. Explain that relationship and
how you can leverage from it.

“

The availability for companies to
develop IT and overall logistics strategies as
a commercial strategy just isn’t there much
these days

”
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BlackBerry is a client. Nokia and Samsung
are targets. We want to take care of the
more difficult to handle parts of the supply
chain. We are not looking to take over all
parts of the supply chain. We go beyond
track and trace.
Maltacourt has been involved with
BlackBerry for the past ten years. The

DIALOGUE

relationship has developed from basic
devices to their huge growth from 2007
to 2010. As a business we had to grow
alongside them, being able to set up
in new countries wherever they were
manufacturing.

You mentioned Asia earlier. What are
the plans for this region.
We have been looking at Asia for the best
approach to enter for some time. Initially,
we looked at a number of acquisition
targets but we did not get a good gut
feeling about them. The business culture
is very different. We came away from those
meetings thinking we should partner with
someone who is very closely allied with how
we work and the market we operate in. We
made an approach to a partner we already
work with in a high value space. They have
operations in Hong Kong, China, Vietnam,
Singapore and Malaysia. They are looking
to grow their business and found Europe
difficult to enter so it makes sense for us to
join. A jv company has been launched this
September. It was important for us to find
the right quality service partner.
In terms of markets we have narrowed
down to secure, high value, scan pack
areas such as mobile phones, tablets, high
fashion and pharmaceuticals. We see that
these goods are becoming more prevalent.
The appetite for the completed product –
BlackBerry, Samsung, Nokia, etc – this is
where they are focusing their efforts and
the distribution solution is what we provide.

Hollywood, eh? Sounds exciting. Tell
me more.
In Los Angeles we have a long standing
customer connected to the film industry,
Crystal, a digital projection specialist.
They have been around for 40 years and
have seen tremendous growth in the past
three years.
Cinema is very popular in a downturn
as a cheap night out, especially with the
increase in 3D. The Crystal contract is
high value, specialist which is perfect

One of Maltacourt’s key clients

for us. We have bought out a UK firm to
help growth. This UK firm services the
film industry leasing equipment, moving
rushes, building special effects and so
on. From production to the final display in
the cinema this new larger company can
handle it all.

You mentioned your IT background.
How does that help in differentiating
Maltacourt from rivals?
With my background being outside of
freight I say that moving a box from A to
B is not that difficult. It is the other bits:
what commercial value can we deliver to
the customer before and after that box is
moved? Finding commercial information
that perhaps our customers have missed
and passing it on to them. In times
where organisations are looking to reduce
headcounts the availability for companies
to develop IT and overall logistics strategies
as a commercial strategy just isn’t there
much these days. It is about leveraging all

this information. We are an agile business
with a small packed management team
able to make decisions very quickly. We
want to stay an agile business, not too
big so we can adapt fast. Our turnover is
around $80m and we have a headcount of
110 people.
We are also secure supply chain
specialists. Anything ‘theft attractive’
we can handle. We will bring a lot of our
security solutions that we developed inhouse and rolled out in eastern Europe to
Asia.

“

Moving a box from A to B is not
that difficult. It is the other bits: what
commercial value can we deliver to
the customer before and after that
box is moved?

”
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Retail guru
Mumbai correspondent Shirish Nadkarni catches
up with Vinay Adhye, vice president and business
head of Reliance Retail, a 22-store giant
Prior to its takeover in 2005 by Reliance, Sahakari Bhandar had
a reputation of being slow, stodgy and resistant to change. How
did you alter this public perception to what it is now?
Sahakari Bhandar has always had a strong customer connect due
to its legacy of 40 years, its numerous strategic locations, and its
fair price image. But the major challenge it faced was how to turn
around the chain where employees were not motivated and the
supply chain was not developed.
The reason why most of the co-operative retail chains went
down was that they did not change with the times and could not
face the marketing blitzkrieg from modern retail. So we decided we
bring each store to certain standards and build up the back end.
All stores were air-conditioned and given a glass facade. Almost
every aspect on the shop floor – be it shelves, racks, freezers,
chillers, cash counters or general hygiene – were upgraded.
Reliance brought in enterprise resource planning (ERP) software,
SAP, to manage the front end and back end operations of the chain.

Vinay Adhye

A

veteran of the retail industry and a champion at setting up
workable supply chains, 48-year-old Vinay Adhye was invited
in 2009 by Reliance Retail, a constituent company of
Mukesh Ambani’s multi-faceted conglomerate Reliance Industries,
to become vice president and business head, and manage the
22-store Sahakari Bhandar chain of hypermarkets.
Below, Adhye describes how he had to overcome a number of
challenges to transform the sleepy, heavily unionised co-operative
retail chain into a smoothly run, highly profitable business.

“

We are seeing 30% annual growth
after store renovations
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But some of the Sahakari Bhandar stores are pretty tiny. How
did you manage to pack in a large variety of goods?
Indeed, size of store was a major challenge, as was offering all the
products that customers want within stores. Some of our stores
were as small as 900 sq ft. What we did was, we conducted
studies in the neighbourhoods of stores to find out exactly what
customers wanted.
Accordingly, new sections such as pharmacy, bakery, fresh fruit
and vegetables, and music/DVD sections were introduced. We also
included a number of shop-in-shops. For instance, our store in
the Agar Bazaar area has a counter manned by The Mobile Store.
Our Colaba store has a cake shop operated by Monginis, while our
Chembur store has one run by Furniture Bazaar.

Still, with all its plus points, the old stodgy image of Sahakari
Bhandar needed to be changed…
Of course. After Reliance took over operations, the chain changed
its logo of two joined hands with a new logo – a ticket, which
signifies assurance of good quality and service. Besides, a new
tagline ‘Sahi quality Sahi price (“right quality at the right price”)
was put in place.

dialogue

“ ”

Retail is nothing but buying, moving and
selling

We got instant results. I can’t give you exact financials, since
we are a privately held company, but I can tell you that, with one
solitary exception, all 22 stores broke even within a short time,
and we are now seeing 25-30% growth annually. Wherever, we
renovated stores, we saw trebling of customer entry, and doubling
of sales.
We also added five new stores to the chain after Reliance
started running the show.

But aren’t you building equity with shoppers for a brand
which has no connection with Reliance and Reliance Fresh
supermarkets?
I would say the efforts at building our brand equity have given
Reliance Retail’s executives good exposure to retailing in Mumbai
city and optimum use of Reliance’s own supply chain network. The
Sahakari Bhandar stores get as much as 90% of the stocked items
from the Reliance distribution centres at Bhiwandi and Juinagar
(Navi Mumbai), while 10% items are obtained from direct store
delivery.
The idea is that customers should never go back empty-handed.
Retail is nothing but buying, moving and selling. The moment one
fine tunes this, the results are automatic. We have achieved a lot
with a good product mix, improved supply chain and employee
motivation.

as Big Bazaar and Reliance Fresh are facing high attrition at
the front end.
The biggest thing is that Reliance Retail did not force its stamp
on Sahakari Bhandar, nor did we fire any employees after we took
over operations.

And how did you manage to motivate the employees?

How do you look at the prospective influx of international retail
chains, now that foreign direct investment (FDI) in retail has
been approved?

The toughest task and yet most important differentiator from the
past was changing the mindset of employees. It took us almost two
years to sensitise staff about the need for involvement and better
customer management. We made them understand the importance
of job satisfaction, their children’s future; and, most importantly,
that it was their own chain and they had to make it work.
Besides training staff in personal grooming, we started giving
scholarships to students of staff and laundry allowance so that
staff could wear clean and neat uniforms every day.
We also took employees to our own distribution centre in
Bhiwandi and packaged pack house in Juinagar and showed
them how these centres worked. We have reached almost zero
attrition on the shop floor at a time when major retailers such

We have no problem at all with FDI coming into retail. It will
improve supply chains, provide farmers with reasonable returns
for their produce, and substantially reduce wastage. Studies have
shown that the absence of proper cold chains and associated
logistics in India has led to wastage of fresh produce to the extent
of 25-30%, an annual equivalent of over Rs500bn ($9.43bn).
With big international chains coming in, modern retail
stores could well mushroom all over, and shoppers could be
spoilt for choice. We want to establish Sahakari Bhandar as a
strong neighbourhood store format and continue to connect with
customers. We have even set up talking boards at our stores,
wherein regular customers can paste their personal publicity
material like yoga classes, cars for sale, etc.
September/October 2012 Supply Chain Asia
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The ABCs of E2E
Accenture highlights the importance of trade between emerging markets

I

n July we looked country-by-country at the expanding power of
emerging economies—as markets, as supply sources and as
manufacturing venues. Perhaps the most dramatic insight was
that by 2020, 57% of the world’s economic growth is projected
to come from emerging markets. The research also revealed
that emerging market household incomes are likely to increase
by more than $8.5trn from 2010 to 2020. Lastly, we observed
that emerging economies will hardly be the exclusive playground
of long-established multinationals from developed economies.
Instead, more and more global players will hail from emerging
markets. As evidence, consider that if E2E (emerging-market-toemerging-market) exports continue to increase at their current rate,
they will outpace D2D (developed-country-to-developed-country)
volumes by 2013.

Figure 1: In 2000, the total value of the world’s D2D transactions was
roughly equal to the sum of all transactions involving emerging markets
(E2D, D2E and E2E). By 2010, the sum of all D2D transactions was less
than one third the sum of all transactions involving emerging markets.
Source: IMF Direction of Trade Statistics.

Emerging giants
Emerging economies already are represented by 117 companies
in the Fortune Global 500—a six-fold increase since 2000.
Twenty-two emerging-market multinationals replaced companies
from more-developed markets in 2011 alone (Figure 2). Emergingmarket companies are also moving quickly up the ranks: In 2011,
70% of the Fortune Global 500’s fastest-growing companies (by
revenue) were from emerging markets.
As they grow, companies that actually hail from emerging
markets often have an advantage. They may, for example, be more
adept at accommodating regional customs, catering to lowerincome groups, or accommodating infrastructure deficiencies.
Leveraging advantages such as these, China has displaced the
United States as Brazil’s largest trading partner. India’s exports to
Brazil increased more than tenfold from 2000 to 2010 and now
exceed those of Latin American countries such as Mexico. China
and India also have become each others’ best trading partner, with
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more than $100bn in trade expected by 2015.

Figure 2: The rapidly shifting makeup of Fortune’s Global 500.
Across Asia-Pacific and other growing strongholds such as
Latin America and Eastern Europe, several additional advantages
hold sway:
Easier access to capital. Constraints on capital investment
and difficulty securing credit have hampered growth efforts in the
wake of the downturn. However, firms backed by state capital and
sovereign wealth funds tended to suffer less because of easier
access to investment capital. Consider sovereign wealth funds
in the Middle East, which have approximately $1.7trn in assets
under management. In 2010, as funds across the Middle East
sought to diversify and invest in new high-growth markets, 49% of
their investments were directed toward the Asia-Pacific region—a
significant leap compared to the 7% invested in the region from
2000 to 2008.
A longer-term investment perspective. Less pressure for rapid
ROI allows organisations to think more creatively about product
development, and to consider lengthier time horizons when
engaging in market planning. In China, the number of state-owned
enterprises fell from 159,000 in 2003 to 114,500 in 2010;
however, total assets under central government control rose from
$473bn to $3.1trn. A higher-than-average number of Indian and
Brazilian companies are family owned. Both of these structures—
state- and family-controlled businesses—may be less obligated to
pay investors back quickly.
Good relationships between governments. Close governmental
ties are often the foundation of new E2E opportunities. Mexico,
Uruguay, Paraguay and Peru are currently seeking trade pacts with
India, particularly around information technology. In exchange for
rights to extract more than 11 million tons of copper and 620,000
tons of cobalt in the Democratic Republic of Congo, China has
agreed to build hundreds of Congolese clinics, hospitals and
schools, as well as two hydro-electric dams, 3,300 km of road
and 3,000 km of railway.
Targeted offerings. Emerging market players often concentrate
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on designing specifically targeted products and services that meet
the needs of distinct income levels, cultures and geographies. In
China’s rural Sichuan province, Haier sells washing machines
specifically designed and labeled to wash “clothes, sweet potatoes
and peanuts.” And India’s Dabur has designed uniquely formulated
hair care products for markets in Bangladesh, Pakistan and the
United Arab Emirates. Of course, segmented offerings are not
the sole province of emerging-market companies. Still, emergingmarket companies often have unique insights and sensitivities
regarding markets that may resemble theirs in one form or another.
Market opportunities in small but fast-growing cities and
provinces. Unlike much of the developed world, there is explosive
growth potential in markets that, historically, have been minimally
relevant.

Growing in emerging markets
With emerging market opportunities difficult to evaluate and
predict, companies may hesitate to invest. However, the more
they wait, the more opportunity windows shrink. So if waiting is
generally the wrong thing to do, what are the right things? How, in
other words, can “globalisers” from inside and outside developing
economies increase their ability to succeed in high-growth markets?
Following are several tips.

Engage with local stakeholders
Tight connections with governments, local authorities, regulators
and local communities can generate more benefits than just
expedited licenses and permits. Oftentimes, a good relationship
opens doors and helps keep them open. Getting close to suppliers,
distributors and consumers is also key to capturing opportunities
in unfamiliar segments and geographies. According to Accenture
research, 90% of successful globalisers view relationships with
local stakeholders as critical for success—far more than companies
that indicated disappointment with their performance in emerging
markets.

drove them to invest in emerging markets.
Toward this end, investment in “hard” infrastructure is
obviously important. However, successful globalisers realize that
deeper engagement is also necessary.

Explore public/private partnerships
Proactive engagement in policy development and infrastructure
building can increase business opportunities by stimulating
forward demand. Take technology enablement and Internet
usage: Expanding the Internet’s presence and performance can
positively affect the business and social landscape, and open up
new channels to customers in overseas and domestic markets.

Prepare leaders for tomorrow’s global realities
Ninety-one percent of the Accenture survey’s “successful
globalisers” report that their leadership teams are widely committed
to entering and expanding in high-growth markets, compared to
just 60% among companies that have been disappointed by their
global performance (Figure 3).

Create a change-friendly culture
Stronger emphasis on emerging markets requires corporate cultures
that are comfortable with uncertainty, complexity and change.
Samsung was one of the first companies to really “get it”—to
fully understand the importance of aligning a corporate culture
with a new business reality. Toward this end, Samsung has been
transforming how it thinks, feels and works—drawing select
Western business practices into its corporate culture. For example,
it launched meritocratic promotion and pay into a culture based
on seniority and reverence for elders.

Uncover latent demand
Searching for latent demand—identifying sections of the buying
population that may previously have been overlooked—also opens
windows of opportunity. In India, rural incomes have been growing
at more than 7% annually over the past few years, and now account
for almost 40% of total consumption of goods and services.
More than 50% of some Indian telecommunications companies’
subscribers are rural customers.
Successful globalisers also understand the importance
of innovation in reaching untapped niches. Two thirds of
respondents to the aforementioned Accenture research recognise
the importance of new sales and marketing techniques to reach
underserved consumers.

Seed future demand
Multinationals that achieved success in high-growth markets have
often discovered the connection between business success and
socioeconomic development. Basically, “enlightened self interest”

Figure 3: “My company’s top leadership is committed to market entry
and expansion” (percentage cited by respondents).

What it takes
What companies will emerge or prevail as leaders of tomorrow’s
consummately global economy? Few answers are certain, but here
are two distinct likelihoods: First, a higher percentage of growth
leaders will come from the marketplaces and economies we now
describe as “emerging.” Second, those leaders will be organizations
with exceptional vision and exceptional flexibility; they will excel
at anticipating change and transforming rapidly. It sounds easy,
but successful globalizers know better.
September/October 2012 Supply Chain Asia
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Do you speak Chinese? (and other
misperceptions about supply chain
success inside the Great Wall)
Apple, Dell and other innovative companies. And Pfizer draws from
a deep pool of university graduates in the area to staff its Wuhan
R&D centre, which supports clinical drug development projects
in multiple geographies around the clock.

Comparing with other LCCs

Global management consulting firm L.E.K. Consulting
provides food for thought for all those doubting China
You could be forgiven for thinking that some US companies are
shying away from China. Last year, for example, Coach announced
that it would shift up to 50% of its manufacturing from China to
other LCCs in response to rising labour rates. Based on Coach and
other examples, we regularly hear broad, presumptive statements
from executives regarding high labour costs in China. But Chinese
provinces can vary greatly by culture, dialect and economics.
Coastal regions and metropolitan centres such as Shanghai
may observe higher wages but there are certainly many areas where
wages remain much lower, particularly inland. This is especially
advantageous for companies that don’t need to pay premiums for
coastal manufacturing sites – such as companies that are supplying
other manufacturers in China or targeting consumers in China or
other markets that can be reached by ground (e.g., Central and
Eastern Europe, Thailand, Vietnam, etc.). As an example, a fashion
manufacturer that serves Chinese consumers and produces goods
for Western brands recently decided to relocate production from
Guangdong to Sichuan to reduce labour costs by approximately
40%.
Multinational corporations (MNCs) are also being drawn
inland by tax incentives and the continued expansion of physical
infrastructure. Today, 40% of Fortune 500 companies have
settled in Chengdu and Chongqing in the southwest. And the city
of Wuhan has used lower wages and an educated workforce in
Central China’s Hubei Province to become a viable alternative to
established manufacturing hubs like Shenzhen.
Wuhan is home to manufacturers that produce products for
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Employee wages are only one factor to consider when evaluating
where a company’s manufacturing operations will be the most
effective. Other important elements to consider include design and
production capabilities, and a host of important variables around
supplier networks (access to raw materials and componentry,
integration capabilities among supply partners, planning and
forecasting capabilities, etc.).
To determine the overall value of manufacturing operations in
China compared to other countries, L.E.K. analysed the economics
of LCCs as well as cost of goods sold (COGS) by product and
geography.
When considering fully loaded manufacturing costs, China
today is substantially lower than developed countries such as
the US and is comparable to other LCCs (see graph). Even with
double-digit wage increases forecast during the next five years,
China is only projected to become slightly more expensive than
other LCCs, and continues to be below US labour rates. Moreover,
wages represent only 20-30% of fully loaded manufacturing costs,
and do not alone drive total product cost increases. And as we’ll
examine in the next section, the growth of China’s skilled workforce
will continue to play an important role as companies evaluate their
manufacturing options.
Companies must look beyond just wages when considering the
overall value of manufacturing in China. Many other Asian countries
that also offer low wages may have limitations in transportation
or other supply chain variables that could drive up overall costs
and increase risk.

China’s workforce is increasingly skilled
The Chinese government is very cognizant of the power of its
talent capital. China is now the world’s second-largest spender
on research and development (R&D), and is heavily investing
R&D dollars in key sectors such as alternative energy, biotech
and nanotechnology. And logically, China is expanding its base of
skilled workers to bring new innovations to market.
For example, Chinese supply chain leaders tend to take more of
an active role in corporate strategy than their Western counterparts,
and are involved in decisions that include growth opportunities
and risk management. It is also more common for the top supply
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chain executive to report to the CEO or president of a company in
China than in the US (87% of the time versus 61%). Some MNCs
are already working to further promote supply chain expertise in
this region. In 2009, the Cisco-Fudan-Stanford (CFS) Supply
Chain Leadership Institute was created to offer advanced supply
chain management training to executives at Chinese companies.
Additionally, a growing number of foreign-educated Chinese
nationals are returning home to play leadership roles in a variety
of industries.
China’s workforce can play a pivotal role in accelerating
production times, reducing material costs and playing a role in
R&D and operational improvements. MNCs would be well-served
to tap into this growing pool of human capital to help reach their
business goals.

best remedy.
This behaviour seems to be largely subconscious as many
executives seem to create or revise old specifications to what
they should be rather than what they are. In an effort to include
detailed production guidelines for manufacturing partners, product
specifications become more complex and rigorous. Additionally,
if new specifications have not been time tested in-house or with
local suppliers, it is difficult to anticipate limitations to execution
or anticipate problems.
Chinese suppliers are visiting Western companies’
manufacturing facilities to better understand requirements and
operations in an effort to win contracts and ensure that there is
consensus on all sides regarding service levels.

Rethink how you forge strategic partnerships
Despite weak links, the supply chain is effective
With a limited physical and technological infrastructure Chinese
supply chains are required to “do more with less”. Many
manufacturing facilities have antiquated information technology
(IT) systems and operational procedures, making it difficult to track
factory performance metrics. And MNCs frequently have challenges
integrating their legacy enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems
with the IT infrastructure of their Chinese partners. The frustration
caused by these IT integration hurdles could be managed better
if MNCs took the time to better understand the supply chains of
their Chinese counterparts.
Chinese supply chains are surprisingly effective at doing so
much with so little compared to other countries. If a supply chain
can prosper in its current environment today, imagine how much
more productive it could be with advanced infrastructure.
And that’s why cloud computing could be so important to
China. Cloud technology provides data connectivity and information
sharing as a service, which enables organisations to collaborate
without requiring significant investments in new technologies or
the time-consuming integration to make systems throughout the
supply chain compatible. Unlike supply chains in the developed
world that are often saddled with legacy IT infrastructure and
terabytes of data, many Chinese supply chains are starting from
virtually a blank slate, and could use cloud computing to leapfrog
the traditional learning curve evolution and increase operational
agility very quickly. During the 12th Five Year Plan period (20112015), China plans to invest more than one trillion RMB1trn
(US$160bn) in the information industry, with cloud computing
being one of the main investment areas.

Optimise production at home, replicate abroad
Supply chain experts who have worked extensively on the ground
in China observe that MNCs tend to increase specification
standards by as much as 20-30% for outsourced suppliers vs.
in-house suppliers in Asia. Some executives may perhaps be
overcompensating for loss of control and lower perceived quality.
If outsourced suppliers fail to meet the higher specifications,
a company may blame the failure on overseas outsourcing
and conclude that in-sourcing/repatriating operations is the

MNCs often make the mistake of managing Chinese supply chains
at arms-length from abroad. Senior managers may make a handful
of annual trips to China, mostly limited to large metropolitan areas
such as Shanghai or Beijing. Many MNCs assume that one partner
in China is sufficient to represent the entire country. In reality,
MNCs require multiple local relationships to be effective, and
these local relationships are critical to success.
Companies don’t always to need to enter new partnerships
with Chinese companies alone. MNCs like logistics supplier DHL,
Cardinal Health and TAL Group are exploring how they can work
with native Chinese companies and other MNCs to expand their
services here. There are various partners available in China to
support your organisation throughout your expansion efforts. For
example, you can hire an audit firm to collect sales data manually
while your organisation works to build and automate its distributor
network.

Understand the real currency of business
Tales of misunderstood contracts, production problems and
distributors that don’t follow clearly defined protocols can be an
unfortunate part of business. And the impact of these issues can
be amplified with companies trying to enter or expand their foothold
in China (or any other country). Of the hundreds of international
companies we’ve worked with on their China strategies, we’ve
found that many of these issues are grounded in a deeper
misunderstanding of Chinese business processes.
What is automatically assumed to be important due to the
American or European mindset may not be as important to
Chinese companies. For example, many Western companies
historically focus on “shareholder value,” or bottom-line financial
performance. Certainly Chinese companies (and their local
governments) would like to be profitable as well, but many
of them also focus on broader issues that could range from
increasing employment, expanding local infrastructure and
aligning corporate initiatives with government planning goals such
as 12th Five Year Plan, which has statements around building
larger companies. This approach is similar in spirit to Western
corporate social responsibility initiatives, and companies that
emphasise the “triple bottom line.”
September/October 2012 Supply Chain Asia
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Stacking up

Benchmark solutions can perform:
✔ Local regression – results table to show the relationship between bid rates and all
variables that explain the bid rates as experienced by the client; and
✔ Global regression – combining the summary data from multiple clients to derive
the global regression results expressing the cost structure of the freight market as
experienced by these multiple shippers
✔ Time-series analysis to analyse how the market had evolved over time

Sim Cheng Hwee from Singapore’s
Integrated Decision Systems
Consultancy on secure analytical
logistics benchmarking
Companies are unwilling to externally share
commercially sensitive logistics data.
Tr a d i t i o n a l b e n c h m a r k i n g a n d
regression analysis require companies to
submit actual data. Due to the sensitive
nature of these data, companies may
provide fictitious data instead.
Traditional benchmarking fails to
address the complexity of actual markets
since they offer only simple analysis with
factors considered one at a time. Simple
comparison of freight rates does not
reveal much since such rates depend on
many factors.
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With the secure benchmarking solution,
clients generate a set of encrypted data
summary from raw data using the invention
software. Clients can view the encrypted
data summary to ensure that the raw
data is not disclosed before sending
for benchmarking. The encrypted data
summary is not reversible and hence
the raw data cannot be deduced.
The regression analysis is performed using
the encrypted data summary and not the
raw data.
A further feature of the secured
benchmarking solution is the ability to
check on integrity of the encrypted data,
i.e. detect whether the encrypted summary
data has been altered.
In a freight procurement level, clients

use our benchmarking solution to extract
the essence of bid data they received
from freight providers (i.e. bidders). Bid
data could be various details such as
FCL/LCL, container type, shipment lead
time, direct/transship lane, port-to-port or
door-to-door or variations of these, voyage
frequency, capacity constraint of each
carrier, container type, etc.
Clients then use a spreadsheet provided
by us to input the bid data and extract a
summary of these data (about 50 to 100
data points) along with a small sample
of bids.
The benchmark solution is able to
scramble the summary and sample so that
no one can make sense of it. Clients can
view every data point in the benchmark
solution to confirm there is no way to
deduce the actual bid data from summary.
The benchmark solution then performs
analysis on the data summary (once
integrity is verified) to produce a regression
equation linking the rates to factors
explaining the rates (e.g. weight, distance,
etc).
The solution can also be used to
benchmark actual shipment data to verify
compliance of actual freight rates paid
to the carriers with the contracted rates
as well as to analyse parity with the spot
market if spot market shipments are
included as well.
Shippers can gain insight into the cost
and value structure of segments of the
freight market that would enable them to
identify ways they can either lower cost
or enhance value. For example, a shipper
may find that it is worthwhile negotiating
for a lower weight coefficient but accept a
slightly higher distance coefficient if their
goods are heavier than the norm and mostly
moving for shorter distances. They can
also see trends and seasonality patterns as
well as spot market trends which could be
exploited to lower costs or to plan for future
budgets. Carriers and 3PLs will also benefit
from the greater market transparency.
The industry as a whole would see this
as a way for competitors in an industry to
collaboratively learn while preserving the
confidentiality of their data.
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The innovation ladder
Paul French picks his way through a couple of tomes urging
China to get more creative

W

ith China now clearly exhibiting
more restrained growth rates than
the last full power decade the
question arises as to how exactly China
can manage to keep a momentum of job
creation, rising wages and improved living

Need, Speed, and Greed: How the New
Rules of Innovation Can Transform
Businesses, Propel Nations to Greatness,
and Tame the World's Most Wicked
Problems
(HarperBusiness, 2012)
Vijay V. Vaitheeswaran
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standards for its people with slower GDP
growth? There are some once “given”
factors that are starting to slip – high
urbanisation rates drove small business
creation but with the move to the cities
starting to tail off now so too is the
new urbanite entrepreneur. Similarly
demographics used to be in China’s favour
– all those 16-24-year-old girls with nonarthritic fingers to staff factories are not so
plentiful anymore. China’s demographic
“sweet spot” effectively ended with
the second decade of the twenty first
century. With heightened longevity and
the One-Child Policy severely reducing
reproduction rates, the “sweet spot” has
moved westwards to India now.
So what to do? The answer, so many
believe including the authors of a couple
of new books on the subject, is innovation.
Basically China needs to stop being the
world’s workshop, get out of the low
end, low margin manufacturing business
and start inventing things that make
lots of money, get exported globally and
reward you with high earning patents and
copyrights - stop making Apple products,
start making innovative companies like
Apple.
Of course Apple is probably one of the
best examples of what Vijay Vaitheeswaran
terms the “innovation revolution”.
According to the Economist journalist
writing in his book Need, Speed, and
Greed: How the New Rules of Innovation
Can Transform Businesses, Propel Nations
to Greatness, and Tame the World’s Most
Wicked Problems, we have only just seen
“phase 1” of this revolution. Vaitheeswaran
looks closely at what the impact of not

innovating will be for the world – potentially
as liberating for poorer people in India and
Latin America as it could be problematic
for the middle classes and blue-collar
workers in prosperous countries being
squeezed by the new global realities. In this
sense Vaitheeswaran follows the arguments
of commentators like Thomas Friedman
that the mobile phone and the Internet
potentially create a flat world.
Still Vaitheeswaran seems to be betting
on the emerging economies as being where
the action will potentially be – he’s just
moved to Shanghai to be the Economist’s
China business & finance editor. Still
there’s a question mark – Apple, Google,
Facebook, etc – we know the West can
innovate. But can emerging markets
like China? Beijing hopes so: China’s
current official five-year plan lays out
the leadership’s plans, and lavishes the
treasury’s billions, to create cutting-edge
industries in everything from electric cars
and clean energy to the next generation of
the internet. But government wishes don’t
always come true.
On a ground level Vaitheeswaran
observes a lot of adaptation and small-scale
localisation of existing technology falsely
passing as real innovation. But this is not
enough, as the author notes, “Properly
defined, innovation is fresh thinking that
creates market value. On that score, China
still fares poorly.”
Suzhou-based consultant Bill Dodson
has also looked at the innovation problem
in China. A few years ago when he
published his well-received overview of
China’s business landscape, China Inside
Out (John Wiley 2011), he identified
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”

Stop making Apple products, start making innovative companies like Apple

China Fast Forward: The Technologies,
Green Industries and Innovations Driving
the Mainland's Future
(John Wiley & Sons, 2012)
Bill Dodson

lack of innovation as a major handicap
holding back China’s progress. In his
new book China Fast Forward he looks
at the question in-depth. For Dodson the
need to innovate is about more than just
business success and continued growth
but about having the power to right some
of the wrongs, such as environmental
degradation, caused by the last 30 years
of hyper-growth in China. He writes,
“China now finds itself at a critical
juncture: it can adopt a more sustainable
approach that will allow it to continue
as a dynamic powerhouse, or it can fall
far short of its incredible potential.”
Dodson, like Vaitheeswaran, believes that
innovation cannot be simply, “reverseengineering foreign technologies, rather
than encouraging domestic creativity.”
However, Dodson has some potential
shafts of light in China’s innovation world –
he identifies alternative energy technologies
– “China is actually outstripping the West
in all manner of green initiatives, renewable
energy investments, research and
development funding.” The logical reason
for this, Dodson believes, is the urgent need
to, “reduce murderous pollution levels, an
overweening reliance on fossil fuels, and
toxic waste products destructive to human
health and environmental well-being.”
However, while China has certainly invested
heavily in certain alternative energies –
solar springs immediately to mind – just
how innovative Chinese manufacturers
have been is questionable. Additionally,
there is a counter argument that they
have driven prices so low (leading to trade
sanctions from the USA and possibly
also the EU soon) that foreign companies

are now no longer able to conduct R&D,
eroding development of the entire sector.
Vaitheeswaran and Dodson share a
few good ideas about Chinese innovation
and how to promote it. China’s national
system of research and development is far
too scattered and lacks a systematic joined
up approach while there is an urgent need
for Beijing to now seriously, and finally,
get tough on IP and copyright violations.
Without these two developments there is
really no suitable environment to engender
innovative thought – innovators need to
connect, mutually profit and they need
to not get immediately ripped off. Beijing
must stop picking pre-selected technology
winners and cultivating national champions
if innovation is to flourish. Innovation never
works if it’s top down. As Vaitheeswaran
notes, China’s recently announced push
to create a dozen well-funded clusters to
build the next generation of the internet
looks more likely to produce a herd of white
elephants.
Dodson is a businessman and a
consultant, Vaitheeswaran writes for that
Bible of the free market, the Economist,
so unsurprisingly they agree that fostering
competition is the best way of building
truly innovative and successful companies
from the ground up. The big question
that unfortunately neither author is able
to answer is whether or not China’s allpowerful ruling Communist Party can
truly sit back and let go the reins of
power and economic control enough to let
entrepreneurs and young innovators push
through and develop truly world beating
and inspiring technologies, services and
products?
September/October 2012 Supply Chain Asia
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Muscat’s cargo
aspirations

J

ust how many so-called “major cargo
transport hubs” does the Middle East
need? Muscat is the latest candidate
to throw its hat into the ring, joining
heavyweights such as Dubai, Doha and Abu
Dhabi in chasing freight. The ceo of Oman
Air is keen to set up a dedicated freighter
division on the back of booming cargo
volumes within the bellies of its passenger
fleet this year.
Its cargo revenue increased by 47
percent for the January to May period while
cargo tonnage increased by 33 percent.
“We have got these light bodies that
can carry 60 tonnes of cargo from the
East and to Europe. We are putting a lot
of emphasis to filling those up and, down
the line, introducing a cargo operation
in Muscat,” Wayne Pearce, who was
appointed CEO of Oman Air in January, told
local media in late June.
“My goal would be to introduce that by
the end of the year. I have to go through

the proper processes but things are looking
quite promising,” he added
Meanwhile, Emirates SkyCargo
continues to expand its global network of
more than 120 destinations, using bellyhold
space aboard Emirates’ 173-strong fleet of
modern widebodies. Its state-of-the-art
Cargo Mega Terminal at Dubai International
Airport, which opened in 2008, has
capacity to handle 1.2m tonnes a year.
Across in the neighbouring emirate,
just two hours’ drive from Dubai, Abu
Dhabi International Aiport is home to
fast-growing Etihad Cargo. A division
of UAE flag carrier Etihad Airways, it
carried a record 31,700 tonnes of cargo
in March, up 20 percent on the previous
year. Freight services are offered to over
80 destinations, 10 of which are cargoonly links using a fleet of six dedicated
aircraft - including the company’s first
Boeing 747-400 Freighter, which was
added this spring. Four more cargo

aircraft are on order for 2013-14
delivery.
Qatar Cargo Airways, freight arm of
Qatar Airways, is based a further 600km
along the Gulf coast in Doha, capital of
the world’s richest country in per capita. It
operates six cargo aircraft, with another five
on order, as well as using bellyhold space
on Qatar Airways’ rapidly expanding fleet of
109 aircraft with a further 250 units worth
$50bn on order.
In order to cater for the airline’s massive
expansion a new Doha International Airport
with eventual capacity of 50m passengers
is under construction, with the first phase
scheduled to open in December. Cargo
facilities will also feature prominently since it acquired a 35% stake in Cargolux,
Europe’s largest all-cargo carrier, in late
2011 the airline “has been able to draw on
the synergies between our two companies
to operate a wider network of freighter
services,” CEO Akbar Al Kaker has said.

Middle East boxport rivalry
New ocean shipping container ports are springing up in the
Middle East in the same way that countries there are lading on
new air cargo capacity. In each case the twin drivers are local
growth combined with the area’s strategic location en route
between Asia and both Europe and Africa.
Latest shipping facility to open is the Khalifa Port in
oil-rich Abu Dhabi, lead emirate of the UAE. It received its
first commercial call (by MSC) in September and all liner
operations at the existing port of Mina Zayed will be gradually
transferred there over the next six months. Mina Zayed handled
760,000teu in 2011, up a massive 47% over 2010, while the
new port’s initial capacity is an expanded 1.2m teu a year, set
to double over the next couple of years.
Khalifa Port is described by operator Abu Dhabi Ports Co
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as ‘an immensely powerful engine that will be at the heart of
Abu Dhabi’s economic growth and diversification for many years
into the future.’ It is linked to a larger Khalifa Industrial Zone
Abu Dhabi (KIZAD), the two projects together representing an
investment of $7.2bn.
However, it will also compete for regional transhipment
traffic - with the massive Jebel Ali Port in neighbouring Dubai,
operated by DP World, as well as other box terminals in the
likes of Dhammam (Saudi Arabia), Bahrain, Sharjah (UAE)
and Salalah (Oman).
Little wonder then that in late September DP World
announced it would be further expanding capacity by 4m teu
at Jebel Ali, and installing the state-of-the-art OPUS Terminal
Operating System (TOS).
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